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Introduction: Most lava flows on the Moon were 

emplaced via effusive, voluminous eruptions of low 
viscosity lavas (e.g., [1]), forming the mare basalts. 
Data of unparalleled resolution and coverage collected 
during recent lunar missions have facilitated improved 
observations of known, localized volcanic features as 
well as the identification of new features. Such features 
include pyroclastic vents, cones, irregular mare 
patches, and sinuous rilles, as well as the confirmed 
presence of non-mare volcanic features (silicic domes). 

Volcanic Features and their Implications: 
Pyroclastic vents: Pyroclastic materials indicate 

that local eruptions of lava contained an abundance of 
volatiles. A global survey had been compiled with 20th 
century data sets [2], but the high resolution and global 
coverage of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) data 
have been used to identify new, smaller vents [3], and 
the high spatial and spectral resolution of 
Chandrayaan’s Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3) data 
have been used to characterize the mineralogy of those 
deposits [e.g. 4]. Recent laboratory studies of returned 
pyroclastic beads have confirmed the high volatile 
content of these materials [5,6], indicating the Moon’s 
interior is not as depleted in volatiles as once thought. 

Silicic domes: “Red spots” with high Th and low 
FeO contents had been identified previously on the 
Moon [7-13], but data from LRO’s Diviner instrument 
indicates a high silica content in the Compton 
Belkovich complex, Gruithuisen Domes, Aristarchus 
Plateau, Hansteen Alpha, and Lassell Massif [14-15], 
indicating evolved, silicic lavas erupted on the Moon.  

Cones and shield volcanoes: Previous studies of 
lunar cones have indicated that cones may have formed 
as the result of strombolian eruptions at the terminal 
stages of effusive mare eruptions [e.g. 16]. Recent 
studies using M3 data have indicated the Marius Hills 
have a weaker 1 µm absorption band than surrounding 
mare, a difference interpreted to indicate higher silica 
content, more opaque minerals, and/or a weaker 
olivine content in the cone lavas [17]. These 
compositional differences indicate a long and complex 
volcanic history of the region. Other work using 
GRAIL gravity data has suggested the Marius Hills 
formed atop a large low-lying shield volcano ([18]), a 
feature not previously identified on the Moon. 

Irregular Mare Patches: Anomalous lava flows 
with bulbous, irregularly shaped mounds have long 
been identified on the lunar surface (e.g., Ina, [7,19-
20]). These features have typically been interpreted to 
indicate small effusions of lava along a fissure [19] or 
episodic outgassing of subsurface volatiles [20]. 
Analyses of new LRO imagery have suggested instead 

that these textures arose from lava flow inflation, such 
as that in McCartys flow, NM [21], and may represent 
the youngest volcanism on the Moon [22]. 

Sinuous rilles: Lava channels have been observed 
on the Moon since Lunar Orbiter [23], but the specifics 
of their formation are still debated: Are these features 
formed by construction [24-26], mechanical erosion 
[27-28], thermal erosion [e.g. 29-36], or a combination 
of the two erosion regimes [34-37]? LRO imagery and 
altimetry data have indicated both leveed and incised 
lava channels formed on the lunar surface [37]. These 
interpreted origins indicate some lava flows were 
emplaced during brief eruptions of slightly more 
viscous lavas that formed levees, while other lava 
flows were emplaced during long-lived eruptions of 
hot, low-viscosity lavas that incised into the substrate 
[37]. On-going analyses using LRO’s suite of new data 
are evaluating whether previously calculated discharge 
rates are representative of eruption dynamics or of 
localized “fill and spill” channel flow dynamics [38]. 

Concluding Remarks: Observations of new types 
of volcanic features and of finer-scaled details of 
known features have shown the Moon to be more 
complex than previously considered and, thus, these 
features should be incorporated into a volcanism 
chapter in New Views of the Moon 2. 
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